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Goal 3: Resilience 

 
                                                                  View of the DLI & Art Gallery building, main entrance 

 

 
Background 

The Museum Development Programme is managed in the North East by Tyne & Wear Archives & 

Museums (TWAM) and funded by Arts Council England to drive development and deliver sustainability, 

resilience and innovation in England's regional museums.  As part of this initiative a Retail Resilience 

strand was developed to provide advice and support for a group of North East museums to improve their 

retail offer and increase income and profitability. 

 

12 museums were selected to take part - 4 took part in Phase 1 from 2013-14, 4 took part in Phase 2 from 

2014-2015 and 4 took part in both Phase 1 and 2 from 2013-2015. The participants represented a mix of 

local authority funded organisations and independent museums with a range of different needs.  Durham 

Light Infantry Museum and Art Gallery took part in Phase 1 and 2 from 2013-2015.  The DLI Museum and 

Art Gallery are managed by the local authority, Durham County Council. 
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The DLI Museum and Art Gallery are in a park just outside the city centre and about half a mile from the 

railway station, and as such a 'destination' museum. Opening hours are Wednesday - Sunday 10.30am-

4pm; during School Holidays these are extended to Tuesdays as well as Bank Holiday Mondays.  There is 

an entry charge with annual tickets priced at a small increase on a single ticket as a way to encourage 

repeat visits by the local community. Charges are Adults: £4, Annual £5.20 / Seniors: £3, Annual £4.10 / 

Children: £2, Annual £3 / Groups and School Parties by appointment. This is material because evidence1 

has shown that charging museums tend to achieve higher average transaction values and a higher 

conversion of visitors to customers.   

The museum tells the story of The Durham Light Infantry, from its formation in 1758 to its absorption into 

The Light Infantry in 1968, with particular emphasis on the two World Wars. Displays include uniforms, 

weapons, equipment, photographs and battlefield relics as well as a Medal Room with eight original 

Victoria Crosses on show. Upstairs the Art Gallery presents a varied programme of touring exhibitions and 

events - from concerts and talks to practical workshops for children and adults.  The facilities include a 

Shop, Restaurant/Café, external picnic area, toilets, lecture room, coach and car parking.  The Shop is at 

the main entrance located on the all important entry/exit route and the reception desk is combined with the 

sales desk to reduce operational overhead costs.  

 

The Shop was part art gallery shop and part regimental museum shop which is a challenging merchandise 

mix. In addition to the gallery and museum visitors there are also people visiting the café and the 

surrounding parkland so the merchandise opportunities are varied.  The Shop sells a mix of regimental 

badged gifts, pick up lines to appeal to the high percentage of the visitors who are young children, a range 

of local designer/maker work, books and some general gifts. In 2014 there was a restructure due to budget 

cuts and retail roles changed so there is now one person - a new role of commercial officer - responsible 

for the retail operation and buying (as well as the café, events, admissions and marketing).   

 

There were already systems set up to monitor sales and visitor numbers on a monthly basis using excel 

spread sheets so a trading history was available. Over the last 3 years Easter and August have 

consistently been the months of highest retail sales with occasional 'blips' of high sales reflecting the 

popularity of a temporary exhibition. Typically, a popular exhibition can be a powerful driver of increased 

footfall to a museum with an increase in revenue as a consequence.  

 

 

                                            
1 South Kensington museums in London, when they went from paid entry to free, saw a drop in spend per head but an 

increase in sales overall due to the higher volumes of visitors, although average dwell time dropped 
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Approach 

The first step was to provide the commercial officer and museum manager with the tools to evaluate their 

business more fully - this entailed looking at the sales income in relation to the costs incurred to achieve it 

(as the sales desk is also the reception and information desk the cost of labour is seen as a general 

overhead by the museum, as are the overheads such as heat/light and back of house support) so the key 

cost are the purchases. The commercial officer also looked at the margins achieved on sales (some of 

these were low and the museum was encouraged to increase these to multipliers of x 2.5 to x 3 depending 

on the item and the perceived value), the stock holdings by value and volume and establishing pricing 

consistency for non book lines (typically 0.25/0.50/0.75 and 0.95 or 0.99). It became apparent that the 

stock levels were high and that some ranges, such as the range of local designer makers, were taking up 

a disproportionate amount of time to arrange and administer in relation to the sales so a decision was 

made to restructure the organisation of this as well as the frequency of the change over which freed up a 

lot of the commercial officer's time.   

 

The 2014 season was used to clear excess stock as well as to add some new stock lines and review 

prices and margins.  The merchandise buying strategy was also considered - primarily the types of ranges 

to appeal to the visitors (and the changing 'profile' of these depending on the appeal of the exhibitions and 

also the time of year - for example summer holidays being a peak time for family visitors) and the overall 

number of lines and the mix of categories such as books, gifts, pick up lines etc and how many lines in 

each. The mix of price points was also considered so there were 'entry' level items at £1- £2 as well as 

higher priced lines in the £2 - £5 / £5-£10 /£10-£20 and over £20 brackets. The commercial manager was 

encouraged to look at the merchandise selection through the eyes of the visitor/potential shopper and 

ensure there were ranges and price points to appeal to each of the key groups eg visitors to Durham, 

family groups (who will typically spend more than a school group), special interest military historians and 

regimental interest as well as the changing audience types attracted by the different exhibitions.  Key to 

the change in buying strategy was identifying which bays in the shop would be suitable for which ranges 

and which customers would be attracted to these and then considering the adjacencies of the bays and 

laying these out in a sequence likely to appeal to the different types of shopper. The units are restrictive 

and not ideal so consideration also had to be given as to what types of merchandise would be 

appropriate/could be merchandised from the designated bay.  Key to all this was the maxim 'less is more' 

and creating carefully targeted ranges of merchandise and considering how the merchandise would look 

together on the shelves. 
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Finding new suppliers is often a challenge. The commercial officer won a bursary to attend the Association 

for Cultural Enterprises annual convention and trade show in March 2014 and found the trade show2 of 80 

or so specialist suppliers invaluable. We also had a brainstorm of new range ideas and possible suppliers 

and a review of the layout and visual merchandising of the shop (an on going 'work in progress') in some 

cases mixing some key book titles with gifts to create more interest and upselling opportunities.  The 

commercial officer also did a lot of good work to remove the 'clutter' of posters and signs from the 

reception/retail area so it was visually more appealing and less crowded. 

 

The second phase of the Retail Development Programme was targeted in particular at understanding the 

'nuts and bolts' of a museum or heritage shop and how to establish a sound financial base as well as 

identifying some useful key performance indicators to manage and track the performance of the retail 

operation over the years.  There was also discussion about the till system (the current contract was due to 

expire in May 2015). The key indicators identified included; 

 average transaction values or ATV (as opposed to spend per head),  ATV is a more useful measure 

as it shows the average value of each sale and is a more accurate means of tracking what customers 

are spending 

 conversion of visitors to customers - this is usually expressed as a % of visitors - so for example 15% 

to 20% of visitors may purchase in the Shop 

 sales ex VAT 

 profit after all costs - expressed in cash and as a % of sales 

 

Results  

Three of the key outputs of the programme have been the; 

 substantial increase in sales, in spite of reduced visitor numbers (partially due to a change in 

reduced opening hours). Sales to January 2015 are 68% up on the previous year to date which is 

a great result.  The commercial officer considers much of this is due to improved stock selection 

as well as better stock control and management. 

 better stocked and more appealing shop which has garnered compliments 

 confidence of the commercial officer in seeing the sales increase as a result of his greater 

knowledge and decisions he made 

                                            
2 The trade show is free to visit to all in the sector. The venue of the annual convention and trade show changes each 

year. There is a list of suppliers under the Associate Members  tab on the Association for Cultural Enterprises website 
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The work is still ongoing and the it is hoped the new EPoS system which Durham County Council are 

installing will also provide better management data to analyse both the stock and the sales. 

The remerchandised bay of WW1 books 

 

The kid's merchandise units with the pickup lines in the central bay  

 

The new bespoke range of DLI badged gift food  
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